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ABSTRACT

Ancient Egyptian processional (portable) barques took various forms, not all of which included shrines for cult images.
Some of the model boats found in Tutankhamun’s tomb resemble and were probably originally shrineless processional
barques used in festivals, rather than funerary models of solar barques in the usual sense.

A

variety of evidence from many periods of
ancient Egyptian history attests to the overland
conveyance of model boats in cultic processions.1 In
widespread use throughout Egypt, the best known
of these processional barques are those that appear
in New Kingdom reliefs in temples at Thebes and
Abydos,2 the majority of which feature a deckhouse
in the form of a shrine to conceal a small cult image
from view as it was carried in procession. These
tended to feature forward-facing ﬁgural
ornamentation at stem and stern—the ram-headed
Wzr-hAt of Amun being the best known (Fig.1)3—but
some took other forms. An early Ramesside
processional barque of Ptah, for example, was
papyriform, with Dd pillars taking the place of the
papyriform stem (i.e., bow) ﬁnial.4 The scant, and
usually fragmentary, evidence of Middle Kingdom
antecedents demonstrates that processional barques,
papyriform or otherwise, from this earlier period
carried comparatively larger cult images of a deity
or deceased king (Fig. 2).5 Evidence for shrinebearing processional barques predating this period
is more suggestive than certain,6 but the distinctive
Hnw barque of Sokar, identiﬁable from Old Kingdom
through Roman times, may have been an early
example.7
The iconographic record shows that not all
processional barques carried shrines. Several

without this kind of specialized deckhouse appear
in a relief depicting a major episode of Ramesses III’s
Sokar festival, in which the king escorts a procession
of cult equipment and oﬀerings (Fig. 3).8 In the
accompanying inscription, Ramesses III declares this
to be the festival of his father, Osiris; the text
identiﬁes the king with Horus, who defeats Osiris’s
foes and provides oﬀerings to the god, thus
establishing himself as the rightful heir.9 Near the
head of the procession, groups of priests shoulder
carrying poles that support processional barques.
Tall posts, similar to those typically associated with
the sledge (mfx) of Sokar’s Hnw barque,10 brace each
barque in place. The hulls and steering equipment
are substantially similar among the ﬁve barques:
papyriform with straight stem and incurved stern,
with falcon heads capping the quarter rudders and
rudder stanchions. The hulls of three barques have
wADt eyes.
Only one of the processional barques, associated
by the adjacent inscription with Sekhmet,11 carries a
shrine (Fig. 3.E). This presumably housed a cult
image of the goddess. The texts accompanying most
of the other four name additional goddesses who,
like Sekhmet, are identiﬁed with the Eye of Re:
Hathor (Fig. 3.A); no goddess named but perhaps
intended to be Wadjet12 (Fig. 3.B); Satet or, more
likely, Shesmetet (Fig. 3.C);13 and Bastet (Fig. 3.D).14
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FIGURE 1: Detail from a relief of priests carrying the processional
barque of Amun. Twentieth Dynasty, Medinet Habu. After
Epigraphic Survey 1940, pl. 231.

FIGURE 2: Vignette with processional(?) barque
containing the cult image of a deceased king. Papyrus
BM EA 10610,2, V.7. Late Twelfth Dynasty, Thebes. After
Geisen 2012, 304.
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FIGURE 3: Details from a relief of priests carrying processional
barques for goddesses in the festival of Sokar of Ramesses III: A:
Hathor. B: Unidentiﬁed, perhaps Wadjet. C: Bastet. D: Satet or,,
more likely. Shesmetet. E: Sekhmet. Twentieth Dynasty, Medinet
Habu. After Epigraphic Survey 1940, pl. 226.

In the inscriptions, each goddess grants life, stability,
dominion, joy, health, and/or jubilees to the king.
Aboard the barques of Hathor, Wadjet(?), and
Bastet (Figs. 3.A, B, D) are vacant Hwt block thrones,
a type of seat that symbolically provides a templelike (i.e., sacred) accommodation for its occupant,
whether deity, king, or deceased individual;15
Shesmetet’s (Fig. 3.C) carries neither seat, shrine, nor
other deck structure. The presumed presence of
Sekhmet’s cult image may indicate that the ritual
took place at Memphis (her major cult center) or that
the cult image had been brought from Memphis for
the occasion. The absence of shrines for the others

suggests a corresponding absence of their cult
images. These barques instead facilitated/invoked/
suggested the participation of these goddesses by
means of the empty Hwt block thrones (a motif seen
in earlier representations of other kinds of sacred
barques16) or perhaps a place for the deity to stand.17
The three throne-bearing barques depicted in
Ramesses III’s temple closely resemble four nearly
identical model barques with straight stems and
incurved sterns found in KV62, the tomb of
Tutankhamun (Fig. 4): Carter obj. nos./JE nos.
285/61343,18 286/61345,19 307/61346,20 and 311/61344.21
Discovered in the Treasury with numerous divine
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images, these models come in two sizes, and, unlike
most of the other boat models from KV62,22 they are
inscribed.
The two larger throne-carrying barques (Carter
285/JE 61343 and Carter 286/JE 61345) measure 2.42
meters in length and 0.335 meters in maximum
beam. (These are by far the largest boat models from
the tomb.) Each is carved from a rectangular block
of wood created by joining together several smaller
pieces.23 Stem and stern ﬁnials were added, as were
the two beams that support the quarter rudders and
their stanchions. Amidships, a peg holds the block
throne (the back of which is 0.24 meters tall) in place.
The sides of each hull are painted, the primary color
being green; ﬁnials have gilding. The deck areas are
white with blue and red decoration. A wAdt eye
appears on each side.
The two smaller models (Carter 307/JE 61346 and
Carter 311/JE 61344) ﬁt this description as well,
diﬀering from Carter 285 and 286 chieﬂy by size:
Carter 307 and 311 measure, respectively, 1.48 and
1.49 meters in length with beams of 0.275 and 0.273
meters. The smaller barques seem close in size to the
barques in Ramesses III’s relief, which are slightly
shorter than the height of their bearers. It is,
however, impossible to know what adjustments of
scale the artists made to ﬁt the human ﬁgures and
the cult equipment into the space allotted to the
scene.24
Diﬀerences exist between Tutankhamun’s models

and the processional barques in Ramesses III’s relief.
Quarter rudders of the latter have the ﬁgural ﬁnials
that tend to characterize the rudders and rudder
stanchions of sacred barques.25 Although these
details are present on two other papyriform models
from KV62,26 they are absent from the four models
under principal discussion here. Tutankhamun’s
throne-bearing models have decorated rudder
blades, a feature present (i.e., surviving) on only
some of those depicted at Medinet Habu. More
notable are the variant proportions of throne to
barque. The thrones of Ramesses III’s goddesses
dominate the barques on which they stand. They
also lack, but presumably once had, decorated
ﬁnished
surfaces
similar
to
those
of
Tutankhamun’s.27
Divergences notwithstanding, the inscriptions on
Carter 285 and 286 oﬀer a direct connection between
this pair and the Sokar festival. Abaft the bow and
abaft the rudder beam of Carter 285 and 286 is the
same variation of Tutankhamun’s names and titles:
NEAR BOW:
nfr nTr nb-xprw-ra Wzir mry [sic]
The good god, Nebkheperure, beloved of
Osiris
NEAR STERN:
zA ra twt-anx-imn HqA iwnw Smaw zkr mr[y] [sic]
son of Re, Tutankhamun, ruler of Southern
Heliopolis (i.e., Thebes), beloved of Sokar

FIGURE 4: Papyriform wooden model barque, Carter 311/JE 61344.
Eighteenth Dynasty, Valley of the Kings (Tomb of Tutankhamun,
KV62). After Jones 1990, pls. XXIX and XXXV.
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Inscriptions on their smaller counterparts read:

actor in their procession—to participate in festivals
held after his death.37 This might have motivated the
inclusion in tombs of seemingly secular “traveling
ships,” a type of river vessel that conveyed the king,
queen, and other high-ranking individuals for
business and pleasure.38 Ships of this type did not
serve as sacred watercraft but did tow gods’ river
barges, which functioned as ﬂoating temple space,
during festivals.39
Almost all of Tutankhamun’s model traveling
ships are smaller than the papyriform barques just
discussed,40 but even quite small models appear
among cultic equipment. A fragment of relief from
the Hb zd reliefs in Niuserre’s sun temple at Abusir
(Fifth Dynasty) shows a participant in a procession
carrying on his shoulder what appears to be a small
model barque (Fig. 5).41 An administrative list of
metal cult equipment (e.g., jar; stand) from the
temple of Raneferef at Abusir includes a “copper
boat” (biA wA), which suggests that the “boat” was a
(small) model made of or sheathed with metal.42 In
Ptolemaic times, thirty-four sacred barques
measuring 1 cubit and 2 palms in length (about 68
centimeters) were used for a ritual voyage enacted
at the sacred lake of Hathor’s temple at Dendara; the
writing of each boat (wiA) is determined with a
shrine-bearing papyriform barque.43 Shrineless
papyriform barques also remained in use as well
after the pharaonic period. A Roman example with
a block throne (size unknown, but with proportions
similar to the KV62 models), evidently of a cupreous
metal, has recently come to light through the
underwater excavations in Abu Qir Bay.44

CARTER 307/JE 61346:
NEAR BOW:
nfr nTr nb-xprw-ra di anx
the good god, Nebkheperure, given life [like
Re]28
NEAR STERN:
zA ra Twt-anx-imn HqA iwnw Smaw mi ra
son of Re, Tutankhamun, ruler of Southern
Heliopolis, [given life] like Re.29

CARTER 311/JE 61344:
NEAR BOW:
nfr nTr nb tAwy nb-xprw-ra
the good god, lord of the Two Lands,
Nebkheperure
NEAR STERN:
zA ra nb xaw Twt-anx-imn HqA iwnw Smaw
son of Re, lord of crowns, Tutankhamun,
ruler of Southern Heliopolis.

The two larger models very likely served during
Tutankhamun’s Sokar festival; the two smaller may
have served in a similar, if not the same, ritual
context. It is not out of the question that the other
papyriform models from KV62—which range in
length from 1.24 to 1.59 meters, are uninscribed and
throneless (cf. Fig. 3.C), and either have stems and
sterns that curve inboard (Carter 308/JE 6134730 and
Carter 312/JE 6134831) or are raftlike and ﬂat (Carter
313/JE 6135032 and Carter 464/JE 6134933)—were also
carried in procession.
Why tomb furnishings included processional
barques can only be speculated.34 That Carter 285/JE
61343 and Carter 286/JE 61345, usually referred to in
publication as “solar barques,”35 guaranteed the king
access to Re’s day and night barques or the ability to
otherwise travel waters of the heavens and the
netherworld36 seems unlikely with the evidence of
the Medinet Habu relief and their own inscriptions.
Their exact correspondence with any of the
processional barques depicted at Medinet Habu
cannot be proven, but in such a scenario they might
have ensured that the goddesses of the solar Eye
would participate in the king’s afterlife, either to
grant him such gifts as those that Ramesses III
received or, perhaps, to help the king (in his role as
Horus) overthrow the enemies of Sokar/Osiris, a
ﬁtting role for these ﬁerce guardians. The barques
from KV62 could have (also?) allowed the king—as
occupant of their thrones or, like Ramesses III, as an

FIGURE 5: Detail of relief showing a small model barque carried in
a Hb zd procession. Sun temple of Niuserre, Abusir. Fifth Dynasty.
After Kees 1928, Bl. 11, no. 209.
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Model boats found in tombs thus might not be
originally (or solely) intended as grave goods.
Despite their abundance, the roles these objects
played in funerary and cult rituals remain
imperfectly understood.
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